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I. INTRODUCTION 

In Bolivia, the hydrocarbon sector has traditionally been seen as being at the heart of the 

country’s energy matrix. When the hydrocarbons were nationalised in May 2006, attention 

turned to boosting and promoting exploring, exploiting and transporting hydrocarbons 

throughout Bolivia. 

Predictably, this heightened interest in hydrocarbon activities in Bolivia has led to pressure 

being brought on protected areas and territories occupied by indigenous, native and/or 

farming communities, and the ensuing intervention in areas all too often of high biodiversity, 

both biological as well as cultural, in the zones inhabited by indigenous peoples. This scenario, 

in turn, has increased the risk of degradation of the different ecosystems in these environment 

and generated socio-environmental conflicts. 

Over the last few years, the Guaraní Captaincy* of North Charagua has developed a valuable 

project in territorial oversight and management as a mechanism to address the pressure being 

put in their territory by the hydrocarbon projects there.  

This pressure had led to episodes of serious conflicts in the territory and actions that violate the 

rights of the indigenous people, despite the fact that their rights are recognised in the current 

constitution, and to socio-environmental impacts that affect the communities in the zones 

where the projects are located. 

Indigenous Socio-Environmental Monitoring (ISEM)1 has become an effective alternative, when 

arising as an initiative from the AGP itself, to oversee and monitor the activities of the 

hydrocarbon companies. 

Regulations that safeguard the rights of the indigenous peoples whose territories are affected 

by hydrocarbon activities, and mechanisms that enable them to oversee these activities2 are in 

place, but to little avail given the government’s lack of interest or political will to ensure that 

these regulations are correctly applied in the communities affected by the extractive projects, 

mainly to do with regulations for the socio-environmental monitoring of hydrocarbon activities. 

And so, faced with this scenario, and despite it, the Captaincy of North Charagua, sustained by 

their self-determination and need to implement ISEM to safeguard their territory, has been 

working since 2008 on understanding and implementing ISEM, which is now consolidated. 

*Translator’s Note: Captaincies represent territorial and political jurisdictions within the organisational structure of the 

Guaraní peoples. 

 

                                              
1  This set of regulations includes Hydrocarbons Law Nº 3058 and Supreme Decrees Nº 29103:  Socio-
Environmental Monitoring Regulations ruling hydrocarbon activ ities on indigenous peoples’ lands and farming 

communities, and Nº 29033 Regulations on consultation and partic ipation in hydrocarbon activ ities. 
2

The socio-environmental components are all those elements that are susceptib le to being changed by the 

extr active ac tiv ities. These elements are div ided  in to two groups: social elements, which are generally linked to 
specific characteristic s of the communities; and environmental elements that encompass all factors that make up 
the environment where human relations and activ ities take p lace  (CEJIS, 2011a) . 
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North Charagua’s experience of implementing ISEM provides some very important elements of 

how oversight, vigilance and territorial management mechanisms can be developed successfully. 

Starting off by monitoring the hydrocarbon activities in their territory, the ISEM in North 

Charagua has gradually scaled up its actions to cover other important aspects, such as 

assessing communities going through consultation and participation, compensation, 

organisational strengthening, and leader training processes, and transforming potential socio-

environmental conflicts by lobbying the government and the companies. 

The ISEM in North Charagua is reflecting on how it participated in consolidating the autonomous 

indigenous government, known as the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae Autonomy, and that is now 

held up nationwide as an example of indigenous peoples exercising their right to self-

determination. 

The aim of this systematisation is to gather together the lessons learnt from the ISEM in North 

Charagua, how it was consolidated as an effective mechanism for territorial oversight and 

management and as a political catalyst with advocacy capacity, to empower, kick start social 

control, and correctly realise indigenous peoples’ rights, by identifying the challenges and 

forecasts based on the autonomy process. 

The methodology used here (see Annex 1) starts by gathering and reviewing information linked 

directly and indirectly to the experience and lessons learnt from the ISEM developed by the 

indigenous Guaraní communities in North Charagua from 2011 to 2016. 

This document starts by describing the context of North Charagua, the actors and elements that 

conspired to setting up and implementing this mechanism. It continues by presenting an 

overview of the actions done to guarantee the oversight and follow-up of the extraction activities 

in their territory, and how this monitoring gradually scaled up its influence to other areas to do 

with territorial management, advocacy to guarantee the realisation of their rights, and the 

forecasts for strengthening the indigenous autonomy process. Later on, the achievements and 

obstacles along the way are identified, and the forecasts that will fortify their efforts in the 

medium and long term. We finish by identifying the lessons learnt from this experience of 

indigenous oversight in Bolivia. 



 
 

II. REGULATORY AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
INDIGENOUS SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING    
 

As seen in the introduction, all extractive activities come hand in hand with possible impacts that 

affect socio-environmental components3 . When such activities are carried out in indigenous 

territories, these impacts often trigger socio-environmental conflicts among the communities, the 

companies and the state. 

Therefore, faced with these scenarios, the indigenous peoples have developed oversight 

mechanisms that enable them to monitor the different activities being developed by the extractive 

projects; setting up local socio-environmental monitoring and oversight teams is one of the most 

important mechanisms. 

The current regulations in Bolivia recognise the right of indigenous, native and farming 

communities to develop and implement socio-environmental monitoring mechanisms to oversee 

the activities being carried out in their territories. This recognition is enshrined in the State 

Political Constitution4
, the Environment Law5

, the Rights of Mother Earth Law6, the General 

Regulations on Environmental Management 7
, the Hydrocarbons Law 8 and the Socio-

Environmental Monitoring Regulations (S.D. 29103 - Socio-Environmental Monitoring 

Regulations)9. 

More concretely, the regulations on socio-environmental monitoring are applicable to all 

hydrocarbon activities, works and projects that take place in indigenous territories. They dictate 

the way in which indigenous peoples can organise themselves to monitor that the hydrocarbon 

companies reduce and mitigate the negative impacts their activities have on the socio- 

environmental components; however, the regulations do not contemplate ways or methodologies 

of implementing socio-environmental monitoring effectively (CEJIS, 2011a). 

                                              
3  The socio-environmen tal componen ts are all those elements that are su sceptible to being changed by the 

extr active activ ities. These elements are div ided into two groups: social elements, which are generally linked to  
specific  charac ter istics of the communities; and environmen tal elemen ts that encompass all fac tors that make up  
the environment where human relations and activ ities take p lace  (CEJIS, 2011a) .  

4
 Political Constitution of the Plurinational State of Boliv ia. Article 304 states that the indigenous, native, farmer autonomies 

may exercise oversight and socio-environmental monitoring of the hydrocarbon and mining activ ities in their jurisdiction. 
5 Law Nº 1333 – The Environment Law. Article 92 states that all indiv iduals or groups have the right to participate in 

environmental management, under the terms of this law, and the duty to actively intervene in their community to defend 
and/or conserve the environment. 
6 Law Nº 300 – The Rights of Mother Ear th and Integral Developmen t for L iv ing Well. Artic le 9 enshrines the duties of 

indiv idual and legally registered entities, private or public, to be ac tively involved, personally or in a group, in  

generating proposals aimed at respecting and defending the rights of Mother  Earth, as well as to report any action or 
activ ity that attacks the r ights of Mother Earth, her life systems and/or their  components. 

7
S.D. 24176. General Regulations on Environmental Management. Article 4 defines environmental monitoring as a system 

to continually monitor environmental quality by observing, measuring and assessing one or more of the environmental 

conditions with defined purposes. 
8 Law Nº 3058 – The Hydrocarbons Law. Artic le 131 states that any land where a hydrocarbon company works must 

have a Socio-Environmental Monitoring Committee, made up of a represen tative of each municipal sec tion, two 
represen tatives from the indigenous communities and one represen tative of the company, to evaluate the possib le 

socio-economic impac ts at the local level and in the TCO and establish ac tiv ities that boost the positive impacts and 
mitigate the negative impacts of the hydrocarbon activ ities in the area. 

9
 D.S. 29103 - Reglamento de Monitoreo Socio-Ambiental. Establece atr ibuciones, procedimien tos y mecanismos del 

monitoreo Socio-Ambiental, a todas las ac tiv idades hidrocarburíferas que tengan influencia en lo s territorios de los 

Pueblos Indígenas Originarios y Comunidades Campesinas.   



 
 

Likewise, these regulations, since being passed in 2007 to date and despite how they 

specifically call for promoting socio-environmental monitoring, have not been enforced given 

that different obstacles to implementing the mechanism have arisen (Table 1). 

Table 1. Obstacles to implementing ISEM due to S.D. 29103 not being enforced 

The monitoring committees – sector and grassroots – do not receive the funding covered by law, and therefore 

cannot consolidate their work or operations.  

There is a lack of political will on the part of the relevant state authorities 10 to make the sector and 

grassroots committees operational.  

Members of the national committee11 have suspended meetings to plan and develop operative and 

financial regulations regarding the ISEM. 

Lack of support from the national and government committees12 to organise the grassroots socio-environmental 
committees.  

Source: Compiled using data from CEJIS, 2011a 

Despite the fact that the socio-environmental monitoring regulations have never been 

enforced, different indigenous organisations around the country, mainly Guaraní, have 

developed socio-environmental monitoring projects, which often go beyond the scope of 

what the regulations actually establish for overseeing activities and guaranteeing that the 

indigenous peoples realise their rights. 

Therefore, as will be seen further on, as a concrete experience in North Charagua the ISEM was 

a social oversight tool developed from the indigenous people’s own structures, which enables 

the indigenous peoples to be represented and participate fully in overseeing the activities that 

the extractive companies are undertaking in their territory, as a way of avoiding and preventing 

damaging the environment and people’s health (CEJIS, 2011b). 

Currently, the ISEM in North Charagua is recognised as a technical branch of the Captaincy. It 

is directly linked to, supports and coordinates with the person responsible for natural resources. 

Figure 1 shows how the board of the Captaincy functions - it is made up of those responsible 

for the areas of health, gender, territory, production, education, autonomy and natural 

resources.   

 

                                              
10

 The relevant authorities in this case are: The Department of Socio-Environmental Management of the Ministry of 

Hydrocarbons and the Ministry of the Environment and Water. 
11 According to the regulations, the National Socio-Environmental Committee is made up of a representative from the 

Ministry of Hydrocarbons and Energy , one from the Ministry of the Environment and Water, one from the Social 

Movements’ Coordination, and one representative from the country’s indigenous peoples and farming communities. 
12

 The sector Socio-environmental Monitoring Committee, according to the regulations, is made up of a representative from 

the Vice Ministry of Forest Resources and the Environment, one from the municipal government where the hydrocarbon 
activ ity, works or project is located, one from the extractive company, and two representatives from the indigenous people 
affected.  
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Figure 1. Organisation scheme of the board of North Charagua 

 

Source: Compiled by the author 

Nevertheless, even though the ISEM activities are coordinated with the person responsible for 

natural resources, the different activities are reported together with all of the activities from the 

areas, and to the authorities of the 30 communities that make up North Charagua. The 

involvement of all of these actors in community and zone assemblies, which is where issues are 

debated, evaluated and decisions are made, boost social oversight of the work being done by 

the socio-environmental monitoring team in the territory. 

However, both the structure and the radius of action have been modified over time, expanding 

the work of the North Charagua ISEM to cover other areas that go beyond overseeing the 

extractive activities in their territory and that respond to the context and requests from the 

communities. This dynamic is fluid and will be explained in more detail in this document. 

Characteristics and organisation of the North Charagua TCO 

On 3 July 2003, the Bolivian State conferred the property title of Ancestral Lands (TCO)13 on 

North Charagua. 

                                              
13

 A ccording to A lmaraz (2002), the designation of A ncestral Lands (TCO ) refers to a combination of elements that make up the 

natural medium that indigenous col lectiv es interact w ith through their tradit ional sy stems of social organisation and occupation of 

space. This designation is supposed to improv e the prior legal designation of indigenous lands ba sed on agra rian law  or common 

law  relating to land, by including the legal aspects of patrimony on the one hand and local politics on the other. 
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The North Charagua TCO is located in the Cordillera Province, in the southeast of the Department of 

Santa Cruz, close to the town of Charagua. It comprises 30 communities organised under the 

Captaincy of the Assembly of Guaraní People (APG) North Charagua with a population of 7 200 

inhabitants in 1300 families. (Figure 1) 

Figure 2. Map showing the location of the North Charagua TCO 

 

Source: CEJIS 

The North Charagua TCO is located in the Chaco ecoregion made up of mountainous reg ions 

and plains, rising from 420 to 1 240 m.a.s.l. The climatic conditions in the zone (dry winters 

and warm summers with period ic rainfall) characterise the area as semi-arid.  

The TCO is reached by taking the Santa Cruz – Abapó paved road and crossing the Río Grande where 

an earth road continues on to the village of Charagua passing through most of the 30 communities 

that make up the North Charagua TCO (CIPCA, 2004). 
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The Captaincy of North Charagua is an organisation founded in 1984 to represent and bring 

together 26 Guaraní communities (currently 30 communities) that live in the North Charagua 

TCO. This organisational body is formed using traditional organisational structures. The 

Captaincy is represented politically by an mburuvicha 14 , who also coordinates with the 

communities and other Guaraní organisations (CIPCA, 2004). 

The Ancestral Lands (TCO) of North Charagua are located in the Municipality of Charagua in 

the Department of Santa Cruz and borders with three other TCOs: Parapitiguasu, Alto Isoso 

and Bajo Isoso, which together form part of what is known as the Bolivian Guaraní Nation. 

When Supreme Decree Nº 023115 was issued, the four TCOs mentioned above formed an 

alliance to start changing their municipality into an Indigenous Native Farmer Autonomy (AIOC) 

by setting up a new form of local government that reconnects with and integrates their own 

vision as the Guaraní people and nation, supported by the legally-established regulations and 

procedures for consultation to convert their municipality into the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae 

Autonomy (Anzaldo and Gutiérrez, 2014). 

III. SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING IN NORTH CHARAGUA 

The ISEM experience in the Captaincy of North Charagua started in 2008; however, a series of 

internal and external factors, before setting up the ISEM and while it was being implemented, 

strengthened it and enabled its activities to be scaled up to a greater or lesser extent to other 

areas, such as exercising the right to prior consultation, compensation, lobbying state and 

private entities, and the autonomy process of Charagua Iyambae itself. 

Three points of analysis were defined to be able to look at this process in a more methodical 

way: 1) Setting up and consolidating the ISEM as a valid mechanism for the free, prior and 

informed consultation of the Guaraní people of North Charagua, taking into consideration 

achievements, perceptions of key actors and contributions made by allied organisations, such 

as CEJIS and Oxfam in Bolivia; 2) How setting up the ISEM contributed to the Charagua 

autonomy process; and 3) The experience and knowledge accrued for advocacy for public 

policy. 

The first point looks at how the ISEM was developed in North Charagua, describing how it was 

set up and implemented, identifying the protagonists and factors that enabled it to be rolled out 

and the potentialities that were developed over time. Later on, a description is given of how 

important this tool ¡s to the Guaraní people for the prior consultation, the presence of 

institutional support for the process, and how the state and company actors perceive the ISEM. 

                                              

14
For the Guaraní people, Mburuv icha refers to a figure of authority  or repre senta tiv e both a t the  zone lev el (C aptaincy ) and 

community  lev el (comm unities). The refore, the C aptaincies hav e a head ca lled the  C apitán Grande - Mburuv icha Guasu in 

Guaraní – that gov erns according to Gua raní trad itions incorporat ing certain union organisational logics (Wahren, 2012) O n 

the other hand, at the community  lev el, the mburuv icha or comm unity  captain should be unde rstood as the pe rson 

responsible fo r safegua rding the family  and community  group autonomy  of all who liv e in a specific te rrito rial space.   
15 S.D. N o 0231, issued on 2 A ugust 2009, establishes the requirements and procedures fo r the cal l to and holding of a municipal 

referendum for the consultation to become an Indigenous Nativ e Farmer A utonomy . 

 



 
 

The second point refers to the relationship between the North Charagua ISEM and the 

consolidation of the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae Autonomy, describing how both processes have 

been interconnected through time and the obstacles that hampered this interaction.   

Finally, the third point presents the different spaces for advocacy achieved by the ISEM in North 

Charagua, identifying the most important aspects of this interaction. 

Setting up and implementing indigenous socio-environmental 

monitoring in North Charagua 

Different companies have operated and operate now within the North Charagua TCO: PLUSPETROL 

BOLIVIA CORPORATION S.A. 16 , TRANSIERRA S.A. 17 , TRANSREDES 18and YPFB Transporte 19 . 

However, the presence of Pluspetrol in the territory has been more constant due to its different 

exploration, exploitation and hydrocarbon transport projects that it has carried out since 1998 to 

date. (See Annex 2) 

The constant pressure brought to bear by the presence of these companies in the territory, the 

emergence of socio-environmental conflicts between the communities and the companies, and 

the defence and consolidation of the territory as an historical aim of the Guaraní people has led 

the communities to look for mechanisms that enable them to oversee their territory and 

guarantee that their rights are respected. 

And so, at the end of 2007, the Captaincy of North Charagua proposed rolling out activities to 

implement oversight and ISEM of the hydrocarbon activities being developed in their territory, in 

line with their rights as an indigenous people to manage and conserve their natural resources 

(CEJIS, 2011a). 

Implementing the ISEM in the Captaincy of North Charagua passed through different phases 

before being consolidated. A series of factors, both internal and external, which will be developed 

throughout this systematisation, determined that this experience was successfully benefitted the 

Guaraní communities at different levels, and has become not only an effective mechanism used 

by the indigenous organisation for oversight and vigilance of the hydrocarbon activities but also a 

possible tool for land management. 

                                              
16 PLUSPETRO L BO LIV IA  CO RPO RA TION  S.A .: In 1997, as a  re sult of  the  bidding process fo r explo ra tion rights,  the 

company  was awa rded s ix exp lo rat ion b lock s  w ith 100% pa rtic ipat ion.  A mong the six blocks a re the  Tacobo and T ajibo  

ga s exp lo itat ion fields in the  S an Is idro B lock,  both located in the te rri to ry  o f North C ha ragua (C EJIS, 2011b).  
17 TRANSIERRA  S.A .: O n 9 May  2001, i t obta ined the  Env ironmenta l Licence to dri l l fo r the “Yacuiba -Río Grande Gas 

Pipe line (GA SYRG)” proje ct. I n Decem be r of the same y ea r, the then S upe rintendency  of Hy droca rbons granted an 

A dministra tiv e C oncess ion to  Bui ld  and O pe ra te  the  GA SRYG Gas P ipel ine  fo r a  period o f 40 y ears.  GA SYRG runs 

through the prov inces of  Luis C alv o (C huquisaca ) and C ordi l le ra (S anta C ruz), (idem ).  
18 TRANSREDES: O n 2 June  2008,  the  P lurinat ional S ta te of  Bo liv ia  nat iona l ised a ll of  the  sha res held by  TR HO LDINGS 

LTDA . in the socia l capi ta l of T RA NSREDES – Transporte de Hy droca rburos S.A . (S.D.  N º 29586), (ídem ).  
19

 YPFB TRANSPORTE: O perates the Yacuiba – Río Grande Gas P ipeline (YA BOG), which crosses the prov inces of Gran C haco (Tarija), 

Luis C alv o (C huquisaca) and C ordillera (Santa C ruz). It is currently  expanding the YA BOG, whose catchment area affects sev eral 

C aptaincies of the APG, for a period of 40 y ears, (ídem).  



 
 

The ISEM consolidation process in North Charagua has gone through three main periods: 1) 

Between 1987 and 2007; 2) Between 2008 and 2010; and 3) from 2011 to now (2016). 

Each of these periods has a number of specific characteristics that have become potentialities or 

obstacles to implementing the ISEM. (Figure 2) 

Figure 3. Timeline for implementing the ISEM in North Charagua 

 

1987 – 2007: Before Socio-Environmental Monitoring in North Charagua 

The most important milestone for understanding the background to ISEM came about on 7 

February 1987 when the Assembly of Guaraní People (APG) was founded as a representative 

organisation at the national level 20 , with its main aim being revindicating land rights and 

promoting development in all communities. 

 

                                              

20 The APG is organised at the  “micro” lev el in communities, at the intermediate lev el in large C aptaincies or zones as bodies that 

unite communities, and at the “macro” (national) lev el to bring together the zones and C aptaincies. The common denominator of 

these organisa tional bod ies is the assembly  (ñemboati) where decisions are made by  consensus (Inturias et al., 2003).  
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The APG identifies a course of action that unites all of the Guaraní people around the main 

issues affecting their communities, which can be grouped into five main areas: Production, 

Infrastructure, Health, Education, Land and Territory (PISET)21. 

The principal claim of the Guaraní people centres on their territory:  

Land and territory are at the heart of the survival of a people, we do not just plough 

the land but we live and develop on it. Territory is the mother of all battles of all 

indigenous peoples, and we must consolidate and title our territories (Mendoza and 

Terrazas, 2015). 

The APG’s main objective is to promote a development project in keeping with their being 

Guaraní and their community organisational structures (Inturias et al, 2003), and come 

together to find an integral solution to the problems that beset the Guaraní people. 

Therefore, the APG is a revindicative political action that aims to reconnect with the ancestral 

values of the Ñande Reko22, with the primordial objective being recovering their land and 

territory23 (Chumiray, 2005). 

These elements enable us to understand why the ISEM in Bolivia has only been developed in the 

Guaraní Nation Captaincies, among which is the North Charagua TCO. By becoming a 

mechanism to boost land management, it is now seen as a key element for revindicating past 

grievances and preserving natural resources by consolidating their territory as an historical 

demand. 

In the case of North Charagua, this first period is characterised by episodes of major conflict 

caused by the actions of the hydrocarbon companies working in the territory. Two of the main 

conflicts, according to testimonies gathered in the field, took place in 1998 and 2000 and 

involved PLUSPETROL BOLIVIA CORPORATION S.A. and its activities in the Captaincy. The 

first conflict led to the AGP mobilising to complain about the lack of compensation for the 

damage being done as a result of the hydrocarbon exploration activities in their territory (See 

Annex 2), the failure to comply with commitments taken on by the company and the lack of 

information about the details of the projects, which meant a lack of consultation processes 

about the projects. The second conflict had more serious overtones as it forced the 

communities to block the roads for several days in the area where exploratory drilling was 

taking place. The protest was supported by the Guaraní organisation at the national and 

departmental level and the municipal government Charagua. As a result of the protests and 

massive support, the company signed an agreement with the AGP which recognised the 

community’s right to oversee the extractive activities in their territory, by means of a 

committee chosen by the AGP.  

It should be mentioned that, as a result of these conflicts, the AGP became more aware of their 

situation and started to consider the need for efficient mechanisms to oversee their territory and 

                                              

21 http://www.fao.org/3/a-y 5311s/y 5311s05.htm  
22 Ñande Reko in the Guaraní culture means the way of being, system, law, culture, norm, behaviour, habit, condition, 

custom, understanding of their quality of life (Medina, 2002)  
23 It should be mentioned that preserv ing natural re sources and the env ironment are also high on their list of prio rities  
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the activities of the hydrocarbon companies. Both the AGP and the communities that make it up 

woke up to the presence of the companies on their land and the impact they have, not only on 

the environment but also on their society. 

The other important milestone during this first period was the passing of a national 

regulations for the hydrocarbons industry. The Hydrocarbons Law24 was passed in 2005 and 

then, in 2007, Supreme Decrees Nº 29033 25  and 29103 26 were issued. This package of 

regulations set the stage for developing the regulations for the Consultation and Participation 

processes and developing the ISEM. 

To close this first period, it should be mentioned that this new regulatory scene opened the way 

for starting to guarantee indigenous peoples exercising their rights through the prior 

consultation about hydrocarbon activities and implementing the ISEM as an oversight 

mechanism. 

2008 – 2010: Setting up socio-environmental monitoring in North Charagua 

The second period, from 2008 to 2010, is directly linked to the setting up and implementation of 

the ISEM in North Charagua. During this period the Centre for Legal Studies and Social Research 

(CEJIS), a national NGO, played an important role by providing technical and legal assistance to 

the communities of the Captaincy of North Charagua, which led to setting up the ISEM after the 

first team of monitors from the Captaincy had been trained. 

According to CEJIS (2011b) and to back up what was mentioned for the first period, at the 

beginning of 2008, the communities that make up the North Charagua TCO requested that a 

systematic study be carried out on how to oversee and control the activities, works or projects in 

their territory, as the absence of spaces for dialogue among the relevant government 

authorities, the companies and the affected communities had culminated in increasingly serious 

socio-environmental conflicts in their territories, having a serious impact on community relations 

and the social, economic, cultural and environmental aspects, mainly of the Guaraní nation. In 

order to prepare a roadmap for a concrete process to resolve these conflicts, the communities of 

the North Charagua TCO decided to work together with their leaders and governing bodies at 

the community, zone and national levels. 

The methodology used by CEJIS (Figure 3), developed and validated together with the 

communities of the Captaincy of North Charagua, followed four main stages: 

1) Strengthening organisational structures by training the 30 communities in the laws and 

regulations regarding indigenous rights, hydrocarbons and socio-environmental management, 

                                              

24  Law N° 3058, passed on 17 May 2005, recognises the need to fulfil Convention 169 of the International Labor 

Organisation (ILO) and indigenous peoples’ right to consultation regarding any legal or administrative measures that 

may affect them.  
25  Supreme Decree No. 29033, 16 February 2007: Regulations on consultation and participation in hydrocarbon 

activ ities. 
26 Supreme Decree Nº 29133, 23 April 2007: Socio–Environmental Monitoring Regulations ruling hydrocarbon activ ities 

on indigenous peoples’ lands and farming communities.  

 



 
 

and how to review and understand petroleum contracts and the environmental impact 

assessments done for the projects in their territory; 

2) Holding meetings where the communities could discuss and identify the impacts and effects 

of the extractive activities in their territory; 

3) Setting up the ISEM locally by structuring the ISEM Network of North Charagua made up 

of socio-environmental monitors chosen by the communities and recognised by the AGP’s 

authorities, drafting the internal regulations and work plan, and preparing permanent 

monitoring strategies; 

4) Implementing the ISEM starting with a visit to the gas fields in the territory (Tacobo and 

Tajibo), identifying the socio-environmental impacts resulting from the extractive activities, and 

finally using this information to participatively prepare descriptive reports and formal 

complaints; and 

5) Monitoring other areas, known as areas of indirect influence27, including the communities 

themselves, access roads, farmland or pastureland – both individual and collective – 

woodlands, water sources and sites of sociocultural importance. 

                                              
27

 Technically , indirect areas of inf luence are defined as those areas that border the s ite where the activ ity , in this case 

hy drocarbon, is being implemented. Howev er, it should be mentioned that this definition has not been taken on board by  the 

communities o r integra ted into the socio -env ironmental monitoring in North C haragua, as the Guaraní people see territo ry  as 

indiv isible and integral, where the communities that liv e on it are interconnected and directly  related. Therefore, any  negativ e 

impact on one or some of them affects, dire ctly  or indirect ly , the rest of the structure and te rrito ry  as a whole (CEJIS, 2011b). 
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Figure 4. The methodology used for setting up the ISEM in North Charagua 
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Source: CEJIS, 2011b 

By the end of this second period, in 2010 in the Captaincy of North Charagua, the consultation 

and participation process was held for the 2D Seismic survey of the Tacobo and Tajibo Fields, 

San Isidro Block project led by Pluspetrol 28 , by the Department of Socio-Environmental 

Management of the Ministry of Hydrocarbons. 

Once the North Charagua ISEM had been set up, as developed by CEJIS and described 

above, the team of socio-environmental monitors were actively involved in the Consultation 

and Participation leading to important changes in the procedures and contents that the 

relevant authority (Department of Socio-Environmental Management) had hoped to develop 

during the process29. 

The Captaincy of North Charagua, with support from the National APG, aware of the 

irregularities occurring, redirected the consultation process by rescheduling activities, 

                                              

28 PLUSPETROL BOLIVIA S.A. is in charge of the project, which covers a large part of the territory of the Captaincy of 

North Charagua, and affects, to a lesser extent, the Captaincies of Alto and Bajo Isoso. As the project is located on 

indigenous land, the Ministry of the Environment and Water designated it as Category I, which means that a 

consultation and participation process must be carried out with the communities that will be affected.  
29 The competen t authority had already worked with the authorities from the Captaincies of North Charagua, Alto 

and Bajo I soso  in order to speed up holding the consultation and par tic ipation process bu t they did not follow the 

procedures to include the communities in the prior consultation, as established  by law.  
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maintaining the administrative procedures ruling the spaces for debate and decision-making 

throughout the process, and ensuring that the zone assemblies include representatives from all 

of the communities as the correct manner of carrying out these processes (CEJIS, 2016). 

The team of socio-environmental monitors was the technical and administrative branch of 

the Captaincy throughout this redirected process. Their work resulted in significant 

achievements, such as: 1) More information being provided about the characteristics of 

the project, which was then disseminated among the communities in the Guaraní 

language; 2) More technical details about the potential impacts of the project activities, by 

doing field inspections of the areas to be affected by the project. 

At the end of the process it was guaranteed that the agreements arrived at would be recognised 

and included in the Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA), along with the minimum 

conditions needed to implement the project and the recognition of the right to free 

determination, territoriality and a healthy environment, and respect for traditional norms and 

procedures. 

The administrative nature of the spaces for debate and decision-making throughout the 

consultation and participation process for the Exploration Project (2D Seismic) allowed 

the Zone Assemblies, involving representatives from all of the communities, to be the 

recognised entity in charge of the process. This meant that it was important for North 

Charagua to maintain a well-defined position within the AGP keeping in mind achieving 

each and every one of the aims mentioned above. 

2011 -  2016: Implementing socio-environmental monitoring in North Charagua  

The third period, from 2011 to 2016, describe s implementing an ISEM in North Charagua that 

is conso lidated and p lays an important ro le in overseeing and monitoring the d ifferent 

activit ies that the hydrocarbon companies do in the territory throughout this period.  

Involving the North Charagua ISEM in the consultation and participation process meant that the 

team of monitors actively partic ipated in the different stages of the process, includ ing in the 

stages prio r to and after the consultation itself.  

Nevertheless, access to all these spaces was not g iven as a matter of course . The teams of 

socio -environmental monitors had to work hard to gradually gain entry to any new events to 

do with the consultat ion process. Therefore, one of the most important enablers was that all of 

the actors that make up the Captaincy of North Charagua recognised the teams as valid  

interlocutors. The strengthening process that began in 2008, supported by CEJIS, inc luded the 

communit ies and the zone authoritie s in the d ifferent phases,  which he lped g ive the 

organisat ion a vested interest in the monitoring as their own tool. The broad partic ipation of 

the actors during this strengthening process he lped the team of socio-environmental monitors 

begin their work with the approval and support of the Captaincy.  
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After the consultation process and the issue of the environmental licence30 to open up the 

way for the hydrocarbon projects, the ISEM participated in all of the stages of implementing 

the projects. The team is responsible for overseeing and following up on the project activities, 

to ensure that what was agreed during the Consultation and Participation process are 

complied with, including guaranteeing from mitigating the negative socio-environmental 

impacts to boosting the impacts that will benefit the communities affected by the project 

activities. 

Therefore, the ISEM developed a series of different technical and administrative actions for 

the Captaincy during the Consultation and Participation process, and oversight and follow up 

actions for the hydrocarbon project activities. Table 1 describes the most important tasks 

carried out by the ISEM during the Consultation and Participation process and of the project 

activities. 

Table 2. Key actions carried out by the North Charagua ISEM during the consultation and participation 

processes and the implementation of  hydrocarbon projects 

ISEM actions during the consultation and 
participation process 

ISEM actions during the hydrocarbon projects  

Participate throughout all the consultation and 
participation process31 as the Captaincy’s 
technical support team. 

Follow-up on all  the hydrocarbon project 
activities.  

Review, correct and provide feedback on the 
information on the project, its activities and 
impacts.  

Recognised and hired by the company to do the 
ISEM activities.  

Plan field inspection and identify the socio-
environmental impacts on the affected areas .  

Independent monitoring of the different project 
activities.  

Be the interlocutors between the communities 
and the State to ease understanding of the 
project, its effects, and the demands of the AGP.   

Regular reports to the communities and Zone 
Assembly on the findings from monitoring the 
project activities.  

Participate in preparing projects’ socio-
environmental baselines.  

Gather complaints or demands from the 
communities.  

Guarantee that the agreements convention32 
includes the demands of the communities.  

Valid interlocutor among the company, the 
technicians from the relevant State institution 
and the Captaincy.  

Provide technical advice to the Captaincy on the 
compensation process33.  

Safeguard the employment conditions of local 
labour hired by the company.  

Source: Compiled by the author from interviews with the socio-environmental monitors and authorities from North 
Charagua 

                                              
30 The Environmental Licence is issued by the Ministry of the Environment and Water  authorising the works, activ ity or 

project once it has fulfilled all of the requirements. In the case of projects on indigenous land, a consultation process is a 
requirement.   

31  According to Supreme Decree 29033, the consultation should be developed by the corresponding state authorities 

respecting the circumstances and characteristics of each indigenous people to determine how they may be affected . As 
regards the consultation processes in North Charagua, four important stages were identified: Planning, Coordination and 
Information, Field Inspections, Implementation and Consent. All of these stages were developed at zone assemblies as they 
are the Captaincy’s traditional spaces for participation, deliberation and decision-making. 
32 The agreements convention is the final document summing up the consultation and participation process. It identifies 

the conditions agreed to by the State and the communities to implement the project in their territory. 
33  Law Nº 3058 establishes that when the hydrocarbon activ ities take place on indigenous, community, farming 

lands, titled  or untitled, any cumulative and long-term dir ect negative socio-environmental impac t that may occur 
will be fairly compensated  for monetar ily by those responsible for the hydrocarbon activ ities, respecting territoriality, 
the traditions of those affected, taking as a basis, the Environmental Impac t Assessmen t and other in struments to be 
able to assess non-quantifiable damage. 

 



 
 

The work of the ISEM in North Charagua concentrated main ly on the consultat ion and 

part ic ipat ion and compensat ion processes, and the activit ies done by the company during a 

specif ic pro ject; however,  during the time the ISEM has been up and running, it has not limited 

its act ivitie s to monitoring alone, but rather has branched out into other act ivitie s to do with 

land management, as a result of it being recognised and valued by the communit ies and 

authorities in the Captaincy who see monitoring as their own oversight and vig ilance  

mechanism. 

Among the other tasks that the ISEM has branched out into by coordinat ing with the zone and 

community authorit ies are the following: mediating and advising during soc io-environmental 

conflicts between communities and external actors; identifying and reporting on the 

environmental assets in the territory; part icipating in environmental d iagnoses, base line s and 

studies in the zone; ove rsee ing other extract ive activit ies in the zone, such as the extraction of 

dry goods, the presence of illic it activit ies, reports of land -grabbing; verifying and controlling  

boundaries; identifying areas of cu ltural interest and for prese rvation, and others.  

Perceptions of socio-environmental monitoring  

During the time that the ISEM has been implemented in North Charagua and because of its 

invo lvement in different processes, such as the consultation and part icipation process and 

monitoring the extractive activit ies in its territory, it has entered into relations with external 

actors, such as with representatives from the companies and support staff from the 

corresponding state inst itutions. Over time both sides have had their disagreements as well as 

coordinat ing and coming to agreements. How these actors see the ISEM is important as it is a 

way of measuring how much their work is recognised and  valued to date, and of identifying 

things that need to be worked on to ease coordination among all of the parties in the future . 

As described in the previous paragraph, according to the interviews, this relation was not 

particularly collaborative at the start and it took some time for the ISEM to be recognised by 

the external actors as a legitimate body representing its organisations. In some cases, the 

relation is recognised as having improved the relation between the external actors and the 

communities and zone authorities. Table 2 lists the perceptions, both negative and positive, of 

the ISEM and other aspects of this tool. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Table 3. Perceptions of the ISEM 

 DEPARTMENT OF SOCIO-
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT  -  

MINISTRY OF HYDROCARBONS 

AND ENERGY 

PLUSPETROL BOLIVIA S.A. 

POSITIVE 

Socio-environmental monitoring fulfils 
an important role by generating 

improvements in the way that 

companies work.  
The monitoring they do is important as 

the State cannot  oversee everything.  
It would be an achievement if the 

monitor ing teams could work within the 
company after doing what they have to 

do with the ir organisation.   

Socio-environmental monitoring is seen 
in a positive light and the importance 

of its work is recognised.  

The company, through an agreement 
with the Captaincy, has allocated funds 

to hire the socio-env ironmental 
monitors to monitor the projects’ 

activities.  
The monitors that have already 

participated in prev ious projects are 

appreciated.  
The company  sponsored the socio-

environmenta l monitoring training 
programme in Camiri, which started in 

201134.  

NEGATIVE 

Socio-environmental monitoring is only  

used to oversee hydrocarbon activ ities.  
The monitors cannot be considered as 

such during the consultation and 
participat ion processes because this 

title is not valid. Their sphere of action 

is limited to overseeing hydrocarbon 
activities.  

In some cases, the concept  of socio-
environmenta l monitoring has been 

misinterpreted, which has complicated 
the processes. This tool is somet imes 

seen as just a job which takes away its 

importance.  
The State has not supported or done 

any training in socio-environmenta l 
monitor ing for the last few years.  

There are requirements that can never 

be met by the socio-env ironmental 
monitors, meaning that  they can never 

be hired.  
Even though the regulations for socio-

environmenta l monitoring (S.D. 29103), 
were approved in 2005, they have still 

not been enforced. 

The company  will only hire trained 

socio-environmental monitors.  
In some cases, the concept  of socio-

environmenta l monitoring has been 
misinterpreted, which has complicated 

the processes. 

FORECASTS 

It is necessary to support  socio-

environmenta l monitoring to generate 
local potentia l.  

The Ministry of  Hydrocarbons is 

currently drafting new regulat ions for 
socio-environmental monitoring. 

The company  believes that it is 

important  to train more socio-
environmenta l monitors in the future. 

Source: Compiled from interviews and information in CEJIS, 2016

                                              
34 In May 2010, the M inistry of Hydrocarbons and Energy signed an agreement wi th the APG to allocate resources to 

train 26 Guaraní people in socio-environmental monitoring for the hydrocarbon sector. In 2011, an in terin stitu tional 
cooperation agreement was signed by the Canadian Cooperation, the Universidad Autónoma Gabriel René Moreno, 
the Assembly of Guaraní P eople and the M inistry of Hydrocarbons and Energy to star t a socio -environmental 
monitoring training programme for Guaran í people. http://www.hydrocarbonsboliv ia.com/noticias-archivadas/435-
contenidogeneral-archivado/contenidogeneral-01-01-2013-01-07-2013/60838- se-graduan-50-indigenas-como-
peritos-en-monitoring -socio-environmental.html.  

 

http://www.hidrocarburosbolivia.com/noticias-archivadas/435-contenidogeneral-archivado/contenidogeneral-01-01-2013-01-07-2013/60838-se-graduan-50-indigenas-como-peritos-en-monitoreo-socioambiental.html.
http://www.hidrocarburosbolivia.com/noticias-archivadas/435-contenidogeneral-archivado/contenidogeneral-01-01-2013-01-07-2013/60838-se-graduan-50-indigenas-como-peritos-en-monitoreo-socioambiental.html.


 
 

 
 

Institutional support for implementing socio-environmental monitoring  

 
The institutional support provided throughout the process of setting up and implementing ISEM 

in North Charagua was another factor that contributed to the success of the experience.  More 

specifically, two institutions have been the main protagonists throughout the process: the Centre 

for Legal Studies and Social Research (CEJIS), supported by Oxfam in Bolivia, at the request of 

the AGP and because of the need to have an mechanism to oversee and monitor the extractive 

activities, has monitored and assessed the communities of North Charagua developing ISEM in 

their zone. 

 

CEJIS was founded in 1978 and is a Bolivian non-profit organisation working in the field of 

human rights from a socio-legal perspective by providing professional legal assessment to sectors 

of society that are defenceless and vulnerable, and commitment to revindicating the recognition 

of their individual and collective rights35. 

 

According to the current director of CEJIS, Hernán Ávila Montaño, one of the main objectives of 

the organisation, linked to supporting the actions CEJIS has been developing since 2008 in the 

Chaco and framed in territorial management, is to contribute to strengthening the capacity for 

lobbying and fighting against environmental contamination of the indigenous people affected by 

extractive activities. 

 

Oxfam has been working in Bolivia since 1988 with and through local partners that include civil 

society organisations, collectives, networks and different levels of the Bolivian government to 

build relations based on complementarity and mutual respect. The Country Programme promotes 

and supports strategic change objectives to tackle inequality, injustice, poverty and vulnerability 

to climate change36. 

 

Among its priorities, Oxfam in Bolivia supports territorial management, access to the benefits of 

natural resources, indigenous and farming communities reducing risk and adapting, prioritising 

women, in coordination with subnational governments, territorial organisations and 

communities37. 

 

The relation between CEJIS and Oxfam in Bolivia based on supporting implementing ISEM began 

in 2008 by strengthening the capacities in North Charagua to consolidate this mechanism for 

                                              
35  www.cejis.org 
36  https://www.oxfam.org/es/paises/boliv ia  
37 idem 

 

http://www.cejis.org/
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socio-environmental oversight and vigilance. Table 4 provides a summary of the elements that 

make up the actions of these two institutions working on this experience. 

Table 4. CEJIS and Oxfam in Bolivia support for implementing ISEM in North Charagua 

CEJIS Oxfam in Bolivia  
Since 2008 to now, CEJIS has supported 
implementing ISEM in North Charagua by 
strengthening technical, legal and administrative 
capacities.  

Oxfam began supporting CEJIS with the ISEM in 
North Charagua in 2008 through a project called 
“Strengthening the Advocacy of Indigenous and 
Peasant Organisations to Change the Model of 
Management of Natural Resources in Bolivia”.  

CEJIS has provided technical and legal support to the 
Captaincy of North Charagua throughout the different 
consultation and participation processes since 2008, 
as well as providing assessment on the processes of 
compensation and solving socio-environmental 
conflicts in the zone.  

From 2008 to now, Oxfam in Bolivia has provided 
continual support to North Charagua based on 
funding projects linked to boosting the ISEM 
experience and exercising the right to a free, prior 
and informed consultation.   

Thanks to CEJIS supporting the Guaraní people, at 
the departmental and national level, on issues 
regarding natural resources, the institution has 
promoted using ISEM in other decision-making and 
advocacy spaces.  

Oxfam has supported CEJIS actions with the Guaraní 
people at the departmental level. These actions have 
been focussed on defending the rights of indigenous 
peoples and the right to a free and informed prior 
consultation regarding hydrocarbon projects.  

CEJIS has promoted disseminating the ISEM 
experience to other national and international actors.  

In 2011, Oxfam presented itself as a co-applicant 
with CEJIS for funds from the European Union in 
Bolivia’s Call for proposals on Human Rights. The 
funds the alliance obtained were used to continue the 
ISEM experience in North Charagua linked to 
exercising the right to a free, prior and informed 
consultation.   

This experience has been socialised and training and 
informative materials have been generated on the 
ISEM experience in North Charagua.  

Throughout the years, Oxfam has provided continual 
support and assessment of the scope of the ISEM 
experience, as well as promoting spaces at the 
national and international level to position the 
experience, and supporting generating informative 
materials that make the experience visible.  

Source: Compiled by the author u sing  in formation on ISEM. 
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Socio-environmental monitoring achievements in North Charagua 

During the time that the ISEM has been in place, and conside ring the dif ferent areas that this 

tool has expanded to cover, a se ries of d if ferent achievements have been identif ied by the 

main protagonists of th is experience. Table 5 gathers together the most signif icant in that they 

have had a ripp le effect on the AGP itself, State institutions,  and the company’ s practices.  

Table 5. ISEM successes in North Charagua 

Organisational strengthening 
Improved capacities of the Captaincy when negotiating and solving conflicts with the companies 
and the State. 

Improved capacities of the Captaincy and the ISEM to follow up on commitments made by the 
company and compliance with the mitigation and restoration plans. 

Generation of new employment opportunities for the communities: e.g. hiring qualified labour 
and the offer of services. 

Improved channels of communication and transparency within the Captaincy. 
Participation and leadership 

Improved consultation and participation processes: greater involvement of the ISEM and the 
communities know more about the characteristics of the process and how to exercise this right. 

Greater involvement of the ISEM in compensation processes by identifying immitigable impacts. 

Changes in the companies’ practices 
Improved treatment of local workers hired by the projects. 

More local skilled and unskilled labour hired.  

Team of monitors recognised as valid interlocutors for the AGP. Fewer conflicts with the 
communities and the AGP. 

Increased appreciation for the AGP’s regulations and procedures. 
Equipment and transport to be used only for the monitoring activities. 

Strengthening and leadership  

The ISEM has become the technical, administrative and politica l branch of the Capta incy and the Secretary 

for Natural Resources of North Charagua.  

The ISEM has gradually acquired a greater and better knowledge of its territory, its characteristics, 
potentials and threats. 

The ISEM has boosted the strengthening and formation of leaders in THE AGP, at the zone, community and 

municipal level, and for the indigenous autonomy itself. 
Source: Compiled from interviews with socio-environmental monitors and authorities in North Charagua. 
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IV. SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING IN NORTH 
CHARAGUA AND THE AUTONOMY PROCESS IN CHARAGUA 
IYAMBAE 

North Charagua is one of the four Guaraní TCOs that make up the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae 

Autonomy, which, after a long process, became the first autonomous government in the 

Plurinational State of Bolivia since the new constitution was passed. 

Since 2009, after a referendum that approved the change from municipality to an autonomous 

indigenous government, the Guaraní communities began the meticulous process to consolidate 

their autonomous government, which reached its peak in September 2016 when the autonomous 

statutes were approved and the indigenous autonomous government became a reality. Figure 3 

shows the most important milestones along the road to consolidation. 

 

Figure 5. The process to consolidate the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae Autonomy38 

 

As can be seen in Figure 5 and from what has already been written in this document, the 

process to implement ISEM in North Charagua has run parallel to the autonomy process of the 

region given that the experience was originally intended to be a tool to oversee and monitor 

hydrocarbon activities, it ended up being used predominantly to oversee the activities being 

carried out by the companies operating in their territory meaning that the interaction between 

the two processes was not very consistent. 

As well as what was mentioned in the previous paragraph, other major reasons why the two 

processes did not go hand in hand are: 1) The ISEM has been bolstered more in North 

Charagua and not in the other Captaincies that make up the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae 

Autonomy 39; 2) A lack of funding has prevented the ISEM being used as a technical branch 

of the autonomy process, despite the Captaincy requesting that it be involved; and 3) The 

potential of the ISEM to be used in other areas, such as territorial management, has only been 

discussed in the last few years. 
 
 

                                              

38
For more detailed information on the process required to change to an indigenous autonomous gov ernment, see: 

http://www.scielo.org.bo/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S1990-74512014000200006#_ftn1. 
39

There are many  reasons why  the ISEM has not been dev eloped in the other C aptaincies to the extent it has in North C haragua, 

including: 1) The constant pressure brought to  bear on North C haragua by  the hy drocarbon a ctiv ities being dev eloped by 

P luspetrol and other com panies led the A GP to dev elop ov ersight mechanism s that mitigate potent ial socio-env ironmental impacts; 

and 2) Inst itutions (C EJIS and O xfam) adv ising and strengthening North C haragua has enabled the process to consolidate  ISEM to 

be achiev ed more sustainably . 

 

http://www.scielo.org.bo/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S1990-74512014000200006#_ftn1.


 
 

  



 
 

Nevertheless, the relation between both processes became more evident in two major moments: 

1) The Autonomous Assembly, set up in 2010 and responsible for outlining and socialising the 

draft autonomous statutes, was made up of representatives from the four Captaincies 

mentioned above. As regards North Charagua, a group of socio-environmental monitors 

chosen by the communities sat on the assembly as indigenous members of the assembly 

representing the AGP.  

2) According to what the protagonists said during the interviews, their contribution to drafting 

the autonomous statutes could be seen in input into the statutes regarding natural 

resources, prior consultation, and territorial oversight and vigilance, using the knowledge 

that they acquired while being part of the team of socio-environmental monitors in North 

Charagua. 

 

Tamburini states in the International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) (2016) that an 

important element contained in the autonomous statutes is that the grassroots organisations 

living in the territory participate directly in the main branches of government, and, in line with 

their traditional norms and procedures (the community-based system of democracy recognised in 

the constitution), they will determine who represents them in each branch. The statutes also 

recognise the Indigenous Native Farmer Jurisdiction and of Natural Resources, even though 

these are governed by the competencies defined in the constitution and specialist laws that have 

reduced to a bare minimum the faculties granted to the indigenous autonomous government. 

Therefore, Article 304 of the constitution states that among the competencies that the 

Indigenous Native Farmer Autonomies may exercise are overseeing and ISEM of the hydrocarbon 

and mining activities carried out in their jurisdiction.  

Despite the fact that to date the relation between the ISEM and the autonomy has been limited, 

the scenarios are interesting for both processes to learn from one another and nourish each 

other’s implementation and sustainability in the medium and long term.  

V. SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING AND ITS ADVOCACY 
CAPACITY 

One of ISEM’s successes has been its capacity to lobby State institutions linked to the 

hydrocarbon industry and PLUSPETROL BOLIVIA S.A. As a result of their advocacy during all of 

this time, from setting up to implementing monitoring in North Charagua, the Captaincy has 

managed to create spaces where socio-environmental conflicts can be transformed, all sides can 

come to agreements and assess whether commitments are being fulfilled, and constantly 

coordinate the different activities undertaken by the petrol companies in indigenous territory. 

Two important points that should be mentioned here are, on the one hand, the AGP’s gradual 

recognition of the technical, administrative and political capacities of the ISEM. This, in turn, has 

enabled the ISEM to extend their scope of work to cover other areas and at different levels. 

The second point is related to the presence of CEJIS as an institution that has provided support 

throughout the process as a component of the support we give to the departmental and national 



 
 

branches of the Guaraní Nation in issues to do with natural resources, prior consultation, 

extractive activities and ISEM. 

So, this scenario has enabled the North Charagua ISEM to gradually become involved in different 

aspects of the AGP, much of which is characterised by doing advocacy work with state actors and 

companies. 

The following is a summary of the most important spaces where the ISEM functions as a 

technical branch of the AGP: 

- At the community and zone level: Lobbying the relevant State institutions and companies 

that operate in the territory of North Charagua as valid interlocutors in the consultation and 

participation, and compensation processes. As well as taking part in the meetings called for by 

the Captaincy to evaluate whether the commitments assumed by the companies are being 

fulfilled. The successes at these levels have been discussed throughout this document and 

synthesised in Table 2, where it can be seen that the presence of the ISEM led to changes at 

different levels: improved capacities in the AGP itself and the communities, changes in the 

practices of the actors involved (the State and companies), greater participation and more 

decision-making throughout the consultation and participation, and compensation processes, and 

others. 
 

- At the departmental level: In spaces created by the Departmental Guaraní Council of Santa 

Cruz, of which the Captaincy of North Charagua is a member, reflected in Departmental Assemblies 

of Heads of Natural Resources and while the Chapter on Indigenous Rights in the Hydrocarbons 

Law40 was being drafted in 2014. 

 

In 2014, with assessment from CEJIS and support from Oxfam, the Council of Guaraní 

Captains of Santa Cruz prepared a document containing input information for the 

proposal for the Chapter on Indigenous Rights for the Hydrocarbons Law, which 

includes essential information on the fundamental right to free, prior and informed 

consultation, indigenous socio-environmental monitoring and coordination and follow-up 

mechanisms of indigenous peoples, the State and companies, compensation for 

environmental damage caused by hydrocarbon activities and those contained in the 

United Nations Guiding Principles on Human Rights and Companies.  

 

Another important space that should be mentioned at the departmental level where the  

monitoring has taken on the role of technical advisor to the AGP is what is known as the   

tripartite working groups called for by the Departmental Guaraní Council including the 

relevant State author ities and representatives from the companies operating in indigenous 

territory in the Department of Santa Cruz. 

                                              
40 Input information included the  AGP Draft Law  on C onsultation, the Draft Hy drocarbons Law  prepared in 2010,  background to 

current law  (Hy drocarbons Law , regulations on consultation and socio -env ironmental monitoring, the Boliv ian constitut ion and 

conv entions), the analy sis and discussion of the contents of S.D. 2195 on compensation for hy drocarbon activ ities, the United 

Nations Guiding Principles on Human Rights and C ompanies, products of meetings between the State, the companies and the 

C ouncil of Guaraní C aptains of Santa C ruz and the expe riences sy stematised by  CEJIS about ISEM and prior consultation 

regarding hy drocarbon act iv ities.  
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In the last few years, the Council of Guaraní Captains of Santa Cruz has promoted 

dialogue and coordination events prompted by the Guaraní indigenous organisations 

themselves, which has led to working groups being held with the State and companies. 

To date, four tripartite working groups have been held to deal with issues to do with 

assessing whether the commitments subscribed to during the consultation and 

participation process have been complied with, regarding: corporate responsibility and 

social investment, compensation, socio-environmental monitoring, hiring of local labour, 

respect for the rights of indigenous peoples and its effect on quality of life, cultural 

identity, levels of trust, cooperation and coordination, social and environmental conflicts. 

As a result of the conflicts caused by the new norms passed regarding consultation, 

compensation and hydrocarbon exploitation in protected areas, these moments of dialogue 

and consensus have been deferred. Nevertheless, what has already been achieved is 

encouraging and shows that there is potential for coordinating and reaching agreements 

between the indigenous communities, the companies and the State. 

 

- At the national level: In spaces promoted by the AGP (National Assemblies of Heads of 

Natural Resources) and throughout the long process to prepare the Draft Bill on the Free, 

Prior and Informed Consultation of the Guaraní People  developed in 2012 and 2013, including 

national assemblies to discuss and make decisions, technical working groups to draft the 

proposal, and meetings with government representatives to socialise and discuss the 

contents. 

 

The Draft Bill on the Free, Prior and Informed Consultation prepared by the Guaraní 

Nation arose as an alternative to the proposal drafted by State institutions with grassroots 

organisations linked to the government and excluding other organisations that were critical 

of the contents of the proposal. The indigenous draft bill has been presented to the 

executive and legislative branches to be taken into account but it has yet to be discussed 

and approved. 

Another important space at the national level has been generated in the last few years to 

discuss the package of supreme decrees that have made significant changes to how pr ior 

consultation and the compensation process are handled. The AGP sees these decrees as 

serious threats to how indigenous people realise their rights and is looking to take legal 

action. The ISEM teams of the Captaincies are currently accompanying this process of 

discussing the most appropr iate legal actions to take, presenting them to the courts, and 

following up on the cases. 
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VI. SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING – OBSTACLES AND 
CHALLENGES 

 
This section aims to identify the obstacles and shortcomings that have affected and 

hampered the work of the ISEM in North Charagua, and then goes on to develop a crit ical 

and reflexive view of the opportunities in the medium and long term that will lead to a 

more effective and sustainable monitoring process.  

 

Table 6 identifies the most critical obstacles that have had a negative impact on 

developing the ISEM in North Charagua successfully . 

Table 6. Obstacles to implementing ISEM in North Charagua 

Obstacles identified 

Because the monitoring does not receive any support from the State and does not have any of its own 

funds to guarantee sustainability and enable it to do its activities on a regular basis, it is economically 

dependent on the companies that, despite ensuring favourable conditions for the monitoring, leads to 

significant barriers: 

- Constant pressure and lobbying from the companies on the monitoring actions related to 

the hydrocarbon projects operating in the territory. 

- The monitoring actions go at full throttle while the projects are being implemented but lose 

their impetus by the end of the projects. 

- In some cases, economic dependency on the companies has led to the communities not 

fully trusting the team of socio-environmental monitors, believing that as the ISEM is paid for by the 

company it may not be impartial. 

- The lack of funds available at the end of the projects means that the socio-environmental 

monitors look for job opportunities in the companies themselves, which leads to a significant drain on 

human capital availab le to work for the Captaincy. 

It should be mentioned that even though Pluspetrol recognises the role played by ISEM, the presence 

of several subcontractors working for the projects generates new conflicts because these 
subcontractors do not know what the role of monitoring is in the territory. 

The fact that the government authorities and companies see monitoring as a tool only to be used to 

follow up on the extractive activities means that the ISEM’s work in other areas, such as the consultation 

and participation processes, goes unrecognised. 

The lack of ongoing training to cover the needs of the AGP is a handicap to the capacity of the 

monitoring team to renew monitors and update and refresh their knowledge. 

 



 
 

Even though there is a Supreme Decree that should promote ISEM nationwide, it has not been 

enforced since it was passed in 2007. This has a direct impact on the sustainability of the consolidated 

ISEM processes, like those in North Charagua. 

The recent norms approved for hydrocarbons, consultation and participation, and compensation are 
not favourable to the work of the ISEM and its continuity in the medium or long term. 

The last point in the table above poses one of the most serious threats to implementing 

ISEM, not just in North Charagua but also for all of the indigenous organisations that have 

developed this mechanism. The supreme decrees41 passed in the last few years limit the 

recognition and exercise of rights enshrined in the constitution. The main thrust of the 

supreme decrees affects the consultation and participation procedures by fixing set 

periods for them and turning the compensation process into an administrative and 

economic exercise that does not take into account quantifying the immitigable 

environmental impact of the hydrocarbon activities. 

Considering that the ISEM has become the technical branch of the communities during the 

consultation and participation and compensation processes, the changes implied in the 

new norms may mean that the work of the ISEM comes under scrutiny by disregarding the 

quantification of the socio-environmental impacts and the feedback and improvement in 

the information and characteristics of the projects to be consulted on. In this respect, the 

new norms represent a setback for the progress made by the communities regarding these 

processes, which have been boosted by the technical and administrative work done by the 

ISEM. 

                                              

41  S.D. 2298, which modifies S.D. 29033, reduces the amount of time to be spent on the consultat ion and pa rticipation 

processes.  

S.D. 2195 establishes a mechanism to allocate economic compensation in proportion to the extractiv e activ ities to be 

dev eloped. 

S.D. 2366 allows exploration activ ities to be carried out in different zones and ca tegories of protected areas.  
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VII. SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING - FORECASTS 

The opinions of the actors regarding the obstacles that hamper the work of the ISEM draw 

attention to the forecasts and work pending needed so that implementing this mechanism 

guarantees that the ISEM is sustainable, permanent and its scope is expanded to support 

actions that improve territorial management and support consolidating indigenous 

autonomy in Charagua Iyambae. (Table 7) 

Table 7. Tasks pending for the ISEM in North Charagua 

Seek alternatives to stop the ISEM cease being economically dependent on company funding: 

- Look for resources so that the monitoring is sustainable and not reliant on specific proje cts. For 

example, include funds in the Social Development Plans that support ISEM be ing implemented 

properly and in a sustained manner. 

- Government authorities should be called to admit the active involvement of the ISEM and the 

communities when preparing the new regulations for this topic
42

.
 
Guarantee that this 

involvement will be used to gather the lessons learnt and all the elements needed to 

guarantee sustainability and expand its reach are included. 

Given that there are different ISEM experiences in the Guaraní territory, promote opportunities 

for sharing to gather together inputs from the different experiences that improve ISEM in other 
territories, both nationally and internationally. 

Expanding the radius of action of the ISEM should be accompanied by greater involvement of the 

ISEM teams in other areas, not just extractive activities, such as territorial management, the use and 

exploitation of natural resources and the indigenous autonomy process. 

Look for funding channels through the State, the company and civil society organisations to 

guarantee capacity strengthening processes for the ISEM, based on the needs and requests from 

the Captaincy itself. 

Given how the State and the companies see the real and potential scope of the  ISEM, building 

spaces for discussion and agreements with these actors will enable the monitoring actions in the 

other areas already being worked in to be boosted, and in more areas as requested by the 

indigenous communities in the future. 

 

 

                                              

42 While in formation  w as being gathered  for  this systematisation, it came to  our  atten tion that Departmen t of 

Socio-Environmen tal Managemen t of the M inistry of Hydrocarbons  is prepar ing  new  regulation s for  soc io-

environmental monitor ing.  



 
 

As regards the forecasts that strengthen and boost linking the ISEM to the autonomy process, 

the following should be taken into account: 

 

- The ISEM has experience in territorial control, managing natural resources and the 

enforcing of rights. It has also developed lobbying and advocacy strategies based on 

its experience of participating as a technical team at the zone, departmental and 

national level. All of these are resources that can be used to tackle the challenges 

that the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae Autonomy is soon to face. 

 

- As regards the Captaincies that make up the Guaraní Charagua Iyambae 

Autonomy, the ISEM in North Charagua has generated different lessons, faced 

obstacles that have hampered its implementation, and come to conclusions 

about what will improve its scope in the future . This wide range of exper iences 

should be socialised with the other  Captaincies, which in turn have their own 

exper iences of oversight, vigilance and territorial management developed in 

their terr itory43. Creating opportunities to share these exper iences will enable  

ISEM to be positioned as a potential tool for indigenous autonomy in the realms of 

environmental and territorial management. 

As previously discussed, Article 304 of the Bolivian constitution establishes that the indigenous, 

native, farmer autonomies may exercise oversight and socio-environmental monitoring of the 

hydrocarbon and mining activities in their jurisdiction. This constitutional norm, backed up by 

current sector regulations, specifically regarding hydrocarbons, sets a stage for linking the ISEM 

and Indigenous Autonomy. 

-    The indigenous autonomy recognises the ISEM as an effective mechanism for territorial 

management and oversight, which will provide greater security when dealing with the 

obstacles identified as posing a threat to their permanency and sustainability44. 

 

                                              
43

 The C aptaincies of A lto and Bajo Isoso share the administration of the Kaa-Iy a del Gran C haco National Park and Integrated 

Management Natural A rea, which is the largest in the country . The C aptaincies’ responsibi lities include implementing the 

Management P lan and forming teams of park rangers to protect the park.  
44 CEJIS, supported by  O xfam, is currently  implementing a p rocess to strengthen the socio -env ironmenta l monitoring capacit ies 

in integra l te rritorial  management of  the  Guaraní C haragua Iy ambae A utonomy . The aim is to dev elop the ski lls of the  

indigenous socio-env ironmental monitors and te chnical teams of  the C aptaincies of  North C haragua, Parapitiguasu,  A lto and 

Bajo Isoso to fully  exercise their colle ctiv e rights and carry  out territorial management w ithin the frame of  ind igenous autonomy  

by  accompany ing the drafting of regulatory  and insti tutional proposa ls tha t strengthen the im plementat ion of the autonomy . 

 



 
 

VIII. LESSONS LEARNT 
 

The North Charagua experience shows that over time the ISEM has become an effective 

mechanism for oversight, vigilance and territorial management. At the beginning it was 

conceived of as a way of monitoring the hydrocarbon activities  being executed in the 

territory and later on expanded its purpose to cover other areas, making it a mechanism 

developed by the organisations themselves to manage their territory integrally. 

 

Therefore, and compared to other indigenous monitoring and vigilance experiences in Bolivia and 

in the region, the range of activities that the ISEM is now being used for has far 

surpassed its initial purpose restricted to field inspections and gathering data on 

extractive activities. The communities’ request that the ISEM be involved in other areas, such 

as monitoring the borders of the territory, proposing laws and regulations and reviewing those in 

force or coming into force, generating information on the characteristics and potentials of the 

territory, and the initial links with the autonomy process, has boosted this mechanism with a view 

to strengthening territorial control and management. 

 

The ISEM’s involvement in drafting, revising and correcting the territory’s socio-environmental 

information by participating in preparing the baselines for the Environmental Impact Assessment 

has helped have updated and more detailed information on the characteristics of the territory. 

This is an important point as most of the documents referring to the zones where there are 

extractive projects are seriously lacking in quality and quantity of reliable information. ISEM’s 

active involvement in these processes has opened up the way for the affected communities to 

have quick and easy access to information so that they can identify more precisely the 

potential impacts that the extractive activities have in their territory and be able to guarantee 

the mitigation measures that need to be implemented to reduce socio-environmental damage. 

 

The different stages identified throughout the process to set up and implement the ISEM show 

that they can be replicated in other zones or territories that are affected not only by 

hydrocarbon activities, but also other external pressures that affect the communities and the 

Captaincy itself. 

 

It should be mentioned here that in the case of North Charagua, certain triggers have 

caused the ISEM to achieve everything described in previous paragraphs. These factors, both 

external and internal, include: 

 

- Over time, the Captaincy of North Charagua has to a greater or lesser extent had a solid 

cohesive organisational structure made up of the zone and community authorities 

and the people themselves, which meant that their representative bodies, systems and 

procedures, and decision-making spaces are recognised and respected, ensuring that 

their authorities and communities support and give legitimacy to the monitoring. 

 

- Prior to the ISEM, there were frequent outbreaks of intense social conflicts and 

constant pressure from the hydrocarbon activities working in the territory, which led 

the indigenous people to search for their own oversight and vigilance mechanisms 

to enable them to protect their territory and prevent the impacts caused by the companies 

working in their territory. 
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- Developing national norms (Law Nº 3058, S.D. N° 29033 and S.D. Nº 29103) regarding 

hydrocarbons, prior consultation and ISEM was at first an ideal legal scenario for 

promoting reflection on setting up and implementing monitoring in North Charagua. 

 

- The strengthening and training process developed by CEJIS to set up and implement the 

ISEM laid a solid foundation for the ISEM to function and continue over time. 

 

- This strengthening process, because it included all of the communities that make up the 

Captaincy, enabled everyone to be able to take a vested interest in and recognise the 

ISEM as part of their community structure and as the technical branch for where hydrocarbon 

activities were concerned in the beginning, and later on expanding its radius of action to 

be involved in other areas related to territorial management. In turn this recognition 

from the communities is a clear show of support for the ISEM in the face of external actors, 

such as the company or State representatives. 

 

- Thinking about other possible activities that the ISEM could do apart from those related 

to the hydrocarbon activities has enabled the ISEM to gradually expand its range of activities to 

cover other areas, such as territorial management, advocacy at different levels, proposing 

alternatives to current legislation, and moving closer to the autonomy process. 

 

- The technical organisational and political capacities developed as a result of the 

ISEM ensure that the Captaincy has human capital capable of leading the communities. 

 

The role of CEJIS in supporting setting up the ISEM has been important in that it took an 

integral approach to its assessment and training processes that included, as well as tools for 

the monitoring, components linked to organisational and political strengthening, forming 

leaders, enforcing rights and developing advocacy strategies.   

 

Ongoing support from Oxfam in Bolivia since 2008 to now has helped CEJIS to keep on 

advising, to a greater or lesser extent, on the process of consolidating the ISEM in North 

Charagua. 

 

Despite the little interaction between the ISEM and developing the autonomy process up 

until now, over time the ISEM has developed experiences and capacities that have made it 

an important tool to be used to support consolidating the indigenous autonomy in 

Charagua Iyambae. Among these potentialities the following should be highlighted: 1) Effective 

oversight of the management, use and exploitation of natural resources; 2) Capacities developed 

for proposing legislation and regulation of issues to do with natural resources; 3) The capacity to 

lobby different levels, including organisational, State and private; and finally 4) The formation of 

potential leaders that become valuable human capital to reinforce strategies aimed at solving the 

challenges that the indigenous autonomy will face in the medium and long term.  

 

As regards the link between the ISEM and the autonomy, a huge effort still needs to be made 

to socialise the lessons learnt from the ISEM experience to all of those involved in the 

autonomy in such a way that they take them on board as they are important contributions to 

implementing autonomy in Charagua Iyambae successfully. 
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REGULATIONS CONSULTED 

 
- Political Constitution of the Plurinational State of Bolivia. Approved on 7 February 2009. 

- Law N° 3058 of Hydrocarbons. Enacted 17 May 2005. 

- Law N° 1333 of the Environment. Enacted 27 April 1992. 

- S.D. Nº 29033, 16 February 2007. Regulates consultation and participation with indigenous 

and native peoples and farming communities around hydrocarbon activities.  

- S.D. Nº 29103, 23 April 2007. Regulates socio-environmental monitoring of indigenous and 

native peoples and farming communities around hydrocarbon activities. 

 
   - Convention 169 of the International Labor Organisation (ILO), ratified by Bolivian Congress   

through S.D. 1257 on 11 July 1991.
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ANNEXES 

ANNEX   1. Methodology 

This systematisation is the result of pulling together the experience and lessons learnt from 

the Indigenous Socio-Environmental Monitoring (ISEM) developed in the Guaraní indigenous 

territory of North Charagua between 2011 and 2016. 

The methodology used for this systematisation is based on reviewing and organising the 

information gathered from the actors involved in the experience and other secondary sources. 

This process went through two phases: 1) desk work – reviewing specific information in 

technical reports, publications, press releases, interviews over the last few years, and any 

audiovisual records available; and 2) in the field – using methods to gather information, such 

as in-depth and semi-structured interviews, group interviews with key actors in the Captaincy 

of North Charagua, such as socio-environmental monitors, zone and community authorities, 

members of the communities, and others linked to the process. The interviewing guides took 

into account the points of analysis proposed for this systematisation, to dig deeper into the 

ISEM experience throughout its process, from its inception, implementation through to the 

current situation and the forecast for ho it can be used to build indigenous autonomy. 

The people interviewed include the indigenous socio-environmental monitors, both those 

currently working and those who have been part of the experience in North Charagua in the 

last few years, zone authorities that are on the board of the Captaincy, and community 

authorities from the Captaincy. Other actors linked to the companies working in the territory 

(Pluspetrol and/or subcontractors) and support staff from the Department of Socio-

Environmental Management of the Ministry of Hydrocarbons and Energy were also 

interviewed. 

The information was processed by doing a critical review of the material reviewed based on 

the points proposed for the systematisation: 1) Setting up and consolidating the ISEM as a 

valid mechanism for the free, prior and informed consultation of the Guaraní people of North 

Charagua; 2) How setting up the ISEM contributed to the Charagua autonomy process; and 

3) The experience and knowledge accrued for advocacy for public policy.  

The information was gathered from the territory of the Guaraní Captaincy of North Charagua 

where the ISEM experience has been running since 2006. 
  



 
 

ANNEX   2. Summary of projects implemented by Pluspetrol in the TCO of North 

Charagua 

On 23 October 1990, PLUSPETROL BOLIVIA CORPORATION S.A. began hydrocarbon 

exploration, exploitation and commercialisation activities in Bolivian territory having received the 

rights to explore, extract and transport gas in the Bermejo Field, close to the Toro, Barredero, 

Tigre and San Telmo fields, where Well BJO – X44 is located. All of the gas is exported to 

Argentina by means of a pipeline that begins at the gas treatment plant next to the well. In 

1997, Pluspetrol obtained a contract to develop activities in the Entre Ríos, Yacuiba, San Isidro, 

Rio Seco and O’Connor blocks, in 1998 they received the rights to the Colibrí and Parapeti 

blocks, and finally in 1999 the company added the Candúa block to their Bolivian portfolio 

meaning that they were administering over two million hectares (CEJIS, 2016). Since 1998, 

Pluspetrol have concentrated their activities on the Tacobo and Tajibo fields, which are located 

on indigenous lands. The table below provides a summary of the projects in the North Charagua 

TCO. 

 

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA  PROJECT CATEGORY  PROJECT CODE DATE  

CODE ISSUED 
Arenales  and San 

Isidro Block 

3D Seismic  Survey II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  996 22/07/1998 

San Is idro Block Exploratory Well  

Tacobo TCB-X1001 and 

Taijbo TJB-X1 

II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  1402 28/01/2000 

Arenales  and San 

Isidro Block 

Exploratory Well  

Curiche X1001 and 

Guanacos  X-1001 

II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  1495 08/02/2001 

San Is idro Block Exploratory Well  

Tajibo X2 and Tajibos  

X3 

In process CAT –  1236 30/10/2001 

San Is idro Block Develop Tacobo Field II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  2186 14/04/2004 

San Is idro Block Pipeline –  from the 

Curiche Well X-1001 

to the Tacobo Plant 

II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  2696 05/06/2006 

San Is idro Block Develop Tajibo Field I /EIA  –  AI DIA  –  2936 13/07/2007 

San Is idro Block Develop C uriche Field II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  3697 27/02/2013 

Tacobo and 

Tajibo Fields 

2D Seismic  Survey I/EIA  –  AI DIA  –  3701 26/08/2010 

Curiche Field Drill Wells 

CUR-1004, CUR-X1005D 

and CUR-1006 

II /EIA  –  AE 

DIA  –  4313 

26/01/2011 

Tacobo Field Drill Wells 

TCB-X1003, TCB-X1004 

and TCB-X1005 

II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  4341 28/03/2011 

Bloque San Isidro Drill Exploratory Wells  

TJB-X4, AMR-X1001 and 

TCB-X1003 

I/EIA  –  AI DIA  –  4355 17/02/2012 

Campo C uriche Drill Wells 

CUR-X1007D, CUR-

X1008D and CUR-

1009 

II /EIA  –  AE DIA  –  5126 12/11/2012 

Campos  Tacobo and 

Curiche 

3D Seismic  Survey I/EIA  –  AI DIA  –  5720 21/05/2014 

Source: CEJIS, 2016 


